Draw Alexander Graham Bell’s body beneath the oval, then cut out the oval for your face. Add at least five facts to your poster. Make sure you include facts from each of these five areas: ‘Early Life’, ‘First Invention’, ‘Work with Deaf People’, ‘Work with Sound’ and ‘The Telephone’. Use the information on your Finding Facts Activity Sheet to help you.

Draw Alexander Graham Bell’s body beneath the oval, then cut out the oval for your face. Add at least six facts to your poster. Make sure you include facts from each of these six areas: ‘Early Life’, ‘First Invention’, ‘Work with Deaf People’, ‘Work with Sound’, ‘The Telephone’ and ‘His Legacy’. Use the information on your Finding Facts Activity Sheet to help you.

Draw Alexander Graham Bell’s body beneath the oval, then cut out the oval for your face. Add at least seven facts to your poster. Make sure you include facts from each of these seven areas: ‘Early Life’, ‘First Invention’, ‘Work with Deaf People’, ‘Work with Sound’, ‘The Telephone’, ‘His Legacy’ and ‘Controversy’. Use the information on your Finding Facts Activity Sheet to help you.